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Chapter Summary 
By introducing Cayuga Collection as one of the world leaders in sustainable travel, my case study explores 

principles for building organizational resilience. I will illustrate effective and innovative solutions regarding 

crisis management strategies through the lens of the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model. To explore the potential 

of companies with a high level of resilience and flexible business operations to recover faster from crisis, I am 

going to outline management actions all while discussing their potential to constitute competitive advantages.  

Through interviews, my own insights into Cayuga’s company culture, and personal communication over a period 

of six months, I will describe how tourism companies’ continuous commitment to their sustainability strategy can 

set them apart from their competitors. Further, I will situate my findings within a broader industry context. Based 

on my research, I argue that companies such as Cayuga that conduct business operations all while considering 

the triple bottom line, imply principles for building resilience, and embrace flexible but effective crisis 

management are the ones that navigate the transition of an entire industry towards sustainable consumption.  

 

Learning Objectives: 
1. Explore how principles for building ecological, organizational, and social resilience may advance 

recovery from crisis and adaptation to future change  

2. Apply the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model with its different stages to contemporary crisis 

management in tourism 

3. Identify best practices of committing to sustainability strategies in times of crisis 

4. Acknowledge commitment to sustainability strategies as a competitive advantage and an 

opportunity to initiate change and transition towards sustainable consumption 
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The Issue, Opportunity or Trend 
The first days of March 2020 will go down in annual reviews as the time the world stopped traveling since the 

worldwide tourism industry was hit by Covid-19. Closed borders and airports and the absence of international 

arrivals present major challenges for countries which heavily rely on tourism as an important driver for 

economic development. Various industry experts highlight the urgent need for an effective crisis management 

stating that tourism companies who acknowledge change and adapt accordingly will make it through the crisis. 

Therefore, as the first objective of my case study, I will explore the potential of companies with a high level of 

organizational resilience and flexible business operations to recover faster, thus mitigating financial losses.  

Biggs et al. (2015) define an object as resilient when it can reclaim its original shape after deformation. Applying 

this definition to ecosystems as complex adaptive systems (Levin, 1998) with multiple stable states (Holling, 

1973), an ecosystem remaining within its stability domain presents ecological resilience (Berkes et al., 2003). 

According to Holling (1996), inevitable change in natural systems requires ecosystems to withstand shock and 

maintain critical relationships through continuous learning processes, diversity, and flexibility (Holling, 1973).  

Over the past years, researchers applied the concept of resilience – used typically in environmental science – 

in the context of tourism because the industry’s development points to an urgent need: improving the ability 

of tourism destinations to cope with change resulting from tourism development, thus increased visitation, or 

disasters or conflicts that eliminate or reduce tourism unexpectedly (Butler, 2017) – as was the case with Covid-

19 in March 2020.  

 

Since anticipating future change resonates with the need for sustainable development, I will briefly address 

the impact of Covid-19 on sustainability within the hospitality industry. Tourism scholars fear a decrease in 

companies’ commitment to sustainability initiatives because they may use their financial resources to keep 

their core business alive and to return to business as normal (Jones and Comfort, 2020). Henry Kuokkanen 

shares that “Covid‐19 will wreak havoc in the hospitality industry and some operators will cut all non‐essential 

operations to survive” (Hospitality Net 2020a). Since the world’s major hotel groups tend to favour economic 

growth over ‘non-essential commitment to sustainability’, Jones and Comfort (2020) call on these tourism 

brands to acknowledge their role in navigating the industry’s transition towards sustainable consumption. To 

support their call as the second objective of my case study, I will prove how tourism companies’ continuous 

commitment to their sustainability strategy can set them apart from their competitors post-Covid-19. 
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The Innovation 
Case Context 
 

Costa Rica, the small Central American country only covering up 0.03% of the earth’s surface (ICT, 2016), is a 

popular destination for tourists from North America and Europe who want to immerse themselves in nature 

and discover the country’s many national parks or protected areas. The tourism industry as the second largest 

contributor to GDP (BCCR, 2016) was hit hard by the government’s decision to close borders to all foreign 

travelers between March 18 and July 31, 2020.  

 

The town of Monteverde with Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve (see Fig. 1) is one of the most visited nature-

based destinations of Costa Rica. Since its foundation in 1972, the reserve has been of interest to scientists and 

ecotourists alike. Due to its unique micro-climate condition, visitors can discover 2.5% of the biodiversity of the 

entire planet during nature walks, bird watching, and interpretive tours. 

 

Fig. 1: Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve 

 

Source: https://www.sendamonteverde.com/photo-gallery/ 

 

In the town of Monteverde, the strong and interconnected network of tourism providers stimulates economic 

development through promoting ecotourism experiences. However, destinations which heavily rely on foreign 

visitors’ spending remain quite vulnerable in situations where tourism is reduced very suddenly. In March 2020, 
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many tourism businesses in Monteverde shut down completely to decrease their operating expenses, which is 

one way to address the crisis. To illustrate a different approach, the next abstract introduces Cayuga Collection. 

 

Stakeholders Involved 
As a company with a high level of organizational resilience, flexible business operations, and a continuous 

commitment to their sustainability strategy, I present Cayuga Collection as a luxury ecotourism brand applying 

new and innovative ways of adaptation in times of crisis all while preparing to address future change ahead.  

Cayuga Collection is a management company which operates seven independently owned hotels in Central 

America. Since 1999, owners Andrea Bonilla and Hans Pfister apply a triple bottom line in the collections’ 

operations (Cayuga Collection, 2020). According to Pfister, the company’s commitment to environmental and 

social sustainability let Cayuga outperform its local competition by approximately 10-20% pre-Covid-19 

(personal communication, March 26, 2021). 

 

Hotel Senda Monteverde (see Fig. 2) opened in December 2018 and offers 28 guest rooms, a restaurant, a bar, 

internal trails, as well as complimentary access to a private nature reserve for guests. Travelers staying at Senda 

engage in nature-based activities since a visit of the Cloud Forest is the main reason to come to Monteverde.  

 

Fig. 2: Hotel Senda Monteverde 

 

Photo by Mike Dell, 2019 
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Cayuga’s management philosophy and organizational culture are reflected in the hotel’s daily operations as 

well. Environmental sustainability contains efforts on efficient water usage and effective wastewater 

management. Further, Senda supports various projects on wildlife conservation and staff regularly participates 

in forest clean-ups. Since its opening, gardeners planted over 5500 native plants on property to attract local 

wildlife. In February 2020, Senda employed 50 local staff, with 85% of them coming directly from the town of 

Monteverde. Everyone working for the hotel is guaranteed social benefits and an employment security which 

guards against lay offs during low season. Initiatives such as cross training, participation in English classes, and 

career planning allow for personal and professional development within the company.  

To conclude, Cayuga presents an industry example of the growing luxury ecotourism segment which – together 

with brands such as Six Senses, Inkaterra, or 1 Hotels – reflects the relationship between the hospitality industry 

and the environment and therefore applies a triple bottom line in its business operations. 

 

Approach Used and the Impact 
To approach my first objective of exploring the potential of companies with a high level of organizational 

resilience and flexibility to recover faster from crisis, I will introduce four principles for building resilience. I am 

going to exemplify these principles through presenting Cayuga’s company culture and management actions. 

Principles for building resilience 

1st principle: Diversity 

According to Biggs et al. (2015), the first principle for building resilience is diversified operation, thus ‘not 

putting all of your eggs in one basket’. The principle implies increasing the number of system components. 

Cayuga as the management company of seven independently owned hotels excels this strategy since all hotels 

await with a unique location and diverse offerings, thus attracting slightly different target markets. Because 

the hotels offer different types of accommodation at different price points, Cayuga’s portfolio captures a 

broader market segment regarding tourists’ spending power as well. Finally, diversified seasonal visitation 

ensures all-year-round revenue streams.  

 

2nd principle: Connectivity 

Connectivity as the second principle refers to links between the elements of a system. Tourism as one of such 

systems requires networked structures to improve coordination, deal with uncertainty, and sustain business 

operations in times of crisis (Obrenovic et al., 2020). Cayuga as a management company established 

connectivity and transparency as a fundamental value regarding relations with hotel owners, employees, local 
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suppliers, amongst others. Connectivity also comprises using guests’ feedback to improve service quality or 

corporate staff organizing workshops and meetings for managers and employees to improve daily operations. 

All sustainability and guest experience managers of the collection gathered for an interactive workshop at one 

of the hotels in 2019 to jointly map out the future of Cayuga’s sustainability efforts and related activities offered 

to guests. Further, the company encourages employees to take part in cross trainings which relates to 

promoting an organizational culture where well-trained employees embrace leadership responsibilities and 

respond to change in times of crisis (Ibid., 2020).  

 

Connectivity also plays a vital role in establishing reliable relationships with local suppliers and producers. Since 

all hotels serve locally sourced meals to guests, restaurant corporate staff prioritizes creating reliable supplier 

networks. Cayuga’s adaptive and short supply chains not only allow for flexibility in purchasing supplies and 

produce, but also sustain operations in challenging times through maintaining trust-based relationships.  

 

3rd principle: Experimentation and learning 

Experimentation and learning constitute the third principle for building organizational resilience. Drawing on 

insights from ecosystem management, we can understand ecosystem processes through learning and 

accumulating ecosystem knowledge (Olsson, 2003). Hereby, the ability to deal with uncertainty and surprise 

improves over time which results in increased capacity to address future change (Ibid., 2003). Similarly, 

companies can increase their capacity to deal with change through learning and knowledge sharing, thus 

applying new insights to future decision-making (Reed et al., 2010). Cayuga corporates, employees, and owners 

come together in online meetings to discuss the newest development and future management actions. To 

conclude, Cayuga’s knowledge acquisition matches what Folke et al. (2003) describe as a dynamic learning 

process shaped by the company’s members. 

 

4th principle: Participation 

The last principle for building resilience I will address in this case study is participation – the simple process of 

bringing together stakeholders and experts to exchange different points of view. Ruiz-Ballesteros (2017) notes 

that diverse information sources lead to overall better decision-making. To exemplify, Cayuga’s owner Pfister 

took part in zoom-meetings and webinars with industry experts to share Cayuga’s crisis management actions 

and adaptations to future challenges for the hospitality industry.  

To conclude, Cayuga embraces diversity, connectivity, learning, and participation as principles for building 

organizational resilience. According to Obrenovic et al. (2020, p. 18), “[o]rganizations detached from a 
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traditional, effective-based hierarchical model toward nurturing the culture of flexibility, agility, and resilience 

find it easier to adapt to changes and recognize their resources in times of crisis”.  

 

The Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model 

To further explore how these principles and Cayuga’s company culture allow the organization to recover faster 

in times of crisis, I will introduce the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model visible in Fig. 3. According to Olsson (2003), 

ecosystems are dynamic and hierarchically scaled. Hereby, the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model explains how 

systems undergo periods of consolidation and growth as well as periods of breakdown and reorganization. In 

a resilient social-ecological system, disturbances can stimulate development and innovation (Ibid., 2003). The 

higher the system’s capacity to self-organize, learn, and adapt, the higher the system’s social-ecological 

resilience (Carpenter et al., 2001). To reflect dynamic ecosystems, the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model consists 

of four stages, namely exploitation, conservation, release, and reorganization (Butler, 2017).  

Fig. 3 The Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model 

 

Source: Gunderson and Holling (2002), p. 34 

 

To understand how tourism companies’ continuous commitment to their sustainability strategy can create a 

competitive advantage as the second objective of my case study, I will apply the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model 

to hotel Senda’s development. Hereby, my case study situates principles for building resilience within the 

model’s stages. I will support my argumentation through my own insights into the company’s culture, an 

interview with Pfister, and personal communication over a period of six months.  
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1st stage: Exploitation 

High fluidity characterizes exploitation as the first stage since the system’s elements are loosely connected and 

capital is not tied up (Ibid., 2017). Hotel Senda opened in December 2018 and became part of Cayuga. When 

business operations started, the focus was on providing sustainable and luxurious vacations to guests while also 

embracing the principle of connectivity through establishing relationships with stakeholders, thus creating a 

networked structure within the local community. To exemplify, Senda started to cooperate with tourism 

providers to offer activities and excursions to the most popular attractions of Monteverde like ziplining, coffee 

tours, or nature walks. However, within the hotel’s starting phase, the main task for management clearly was to 

meet guests’ expectations of staying at a luxury Eco lodge through allocating capital to training programs. 

 

2nd stage: Conservation 

Following the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model, the exploitation phase slowly transitions into the conservation 

stage where certain possibilities are discarded and specialization develops. The networked structure between 

the individual elements of the system becomes better defined which results in economic and social capital 

building (Ibid., 2017). Applying these insights to hotel development, the individual accommodation providers 

or the brand managers choose among all the possibilities for developing their property. When Senda became 

part of Cayuga, the hotel already reflected the company’s mission on creating an ultimate symbiosis of luxury 

and sustainability (Cayuga Collection, 2020) during the exploitation phase. Entering the conservation phase, 

management started to develop strategic plans on how to position Senda within the collection. The main 

branding focuses now on nature-based tourism, wildlife watching, and cultural tourism. To cater the needs of 

Senda’s target market, one goal was to curate unique Experience-Learn-Connect-Relax (ELCR) experiences for 

the destination Monteverde. Since the town has a long history of cheese production, the hotel initiated a 

cheese-making class. Further, guests can learn more about Senda’s conservation efforts in the hotel’s unique 

Sustainability Tour while taking part in various hands-on activities (see Fig. 4). The increasing networked 

structure necessary for carrying out ELCR activities in-house, thus not outsourcing visitor experience to other 

tourism providers, presents Senda’s approach of creating diversified revenue streams. Further, the hotel also 

continues to build social capital through training employees in visitor experience creation and leadership.  
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Fig. 4: Tree planting activity during Senda’s Sustainability Tour 

 

Photo by Mike Dell, 2019 

 

 

 

3rd stage: Release 

According to Butler (2017), disturbances pushing the system out of its ‘safe operating space’ initiate the release 

phase. At the beginning of March 2020, Cayuga considered taking precautionary measures, but the rapid 

developments forced the company to go from contingency plan ‘yellow’ to ‘red’ within nine days. Canceled 

flights, closed borders, and quarantine orders made the world stop traveling. It seemed that within a short 

time, Covid-19 has forced tourism businesses worldwide to leave their ‘safe operating space’. Confronted with 

sudden change and uncertainty, Pfister wrote in one of his online blogs that the ones who adapt the fastest 

will make it through the crisis (Cayuga Collection, 2020). All Cayuga hotels went into hibernating mode while 

maintaining a strong, centralized reservation team in the head office in San José and core teams at the hotels. 

In an interview conducted in 2020, Rolando Gúzman, manager of hotel Senda, describes core teams as a 

“strategy […] to keep key staff and leaders in every department”. Once the hotels welcome guests again, the 
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core teams (see Fig. 5) can “react quickly and in short time be able to offer the same quality, service, and 

experience as before” (Ibid., 2020).  

 

Fig. 5: Senda’s core team on 25 March 2020 

 

Source: https://www.cayugacollection.com/believe-with-us-in-a-future-of-extraordinary-travel/ 

 

However, Cayuga had to let go 30-40% of current staff who received a solid severance pay. The remaining core 

staff accepted a temporary pay cut of 50% (Cayuga Collection, 2020). Through the lens of the Panarchy 

Adaptive Cycle Model, letting go employees presents broken bonds and a release of human capital.  

 

4th stage: Reorganization 

Within the reorganization phase, pieces of the system coalesce again and rearrange in new configurations 

which results in innovation and novelty (Butler, 2017) and links to systems’ transformative capacity (Olsson, 

2003). Regarding environmental sustainability, Senda’s core team continued to work on the native plant garden 

and wildlife conservation projects. To exemplify resulting advantages, planting native flora (see Fig. 6) greatly 

supports multiple ecosystem services such as soil and water conservation while further attracting local wildlife 

on property. In the future, Senda could offer interpretive tours on property, thus creating further ELCR 

experiences to secure additional revenue streams. 
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Fig. 6: Andrey taking care of Senda’s native plants garden 

 

Photo by Hans Pfister, 2020 

 

According to Folke et al. (2003), the reorganization phase allows for self-organization and calls on individuals’ 

social memory. Because cross training, leadership development, and adaptive capacity building are part of 

Senda’s social sustainability strategy, well-trained members of the hotel’s core team engaged in infrastructure 

and maintenance work while also attending regular training sessions on decision-making, emotional 

intelligence, and ‘I am Service – Soy Servicio’. Employees can apply these skills in the future and take over 

leadership roles and new responsibilities while also climbing up their personal career ladder. Learning and 

connectivity as two principles for building resilience are crucial within the reorganization phase wherefore 

Pfister participated in Zoom webinars with travel advisors, ecotourism professionals, and leaders in sustainable 

hospitality to exchange crisis management best practices. Through facilitating dialogue and knowledge co-

production, Pfister further strengthens Cayuga’s networked structure. Regarding Costa Rica’s strategic goal to 

sustainably develop nature-based tourism, Cayuga could play a central role in advising the country’s tourism 

organization in their future decision- and policymaking.  

 

To maintain relationships and networked structure with the local community, outreach programs to educate 

Monteverde residents on how to protect themselves and others from getting the virus took place. Further, 

hotel Senda prepared basic food care-packages which employees delivered to former teammates and the local 

food bank. Pfister (Cayuga Collection, 2020) emphasized the importance of maintaining relationships with the 
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local community since every hotel of the collection depends on an intact, social environment. An active 

networked structure and trustful relationships with local suppliers facilitated reopening hotel Senda once tourists 

were coming back to Monteverde. 

 

In preparation of opening the hotels again, Cayuga developed and implemented sanitation protocols (see Fig. 

7). The ‘Cayuga Safety Seal’ indicates that a specific room or an area has been thoroughly cleaned and sanitized. 

Senda designed a ‘touchless’ check-in system and eliminated all printed menus which further reduces physical 

touchpoints. Thoroughly implementing and communicating these safety measures will comfort guests who 

want to keep their exposure to risk at a minimum while traveling in post-Covid-19 times.  

 

Fig. 7: Sanitation protocols implemented at hotel Arenas Del Mar 

 

Photo by Hans Pfister, 2020 

 

To address the collection’s economic sustainability, Cayuga implemented its ‘Zero Risk – Zero Hassle’ 

prepayment policy. The company waived all prepayment and cancellation policies for new bookings until 

December 2020, thus allowing guests to be flexible in their vacation planning since new travel restrictions or 

policies are released on a constant but unforeseeable basis. Cayuga also created ‘The Green Futures Bond’, a 

safe, low-risk investment towards guests’ future stay. If guests purchase a $750 US dollars’ bond, they will 

receive $1,500 US dollars towards their stay and a tree will be planted in their name. Hotel Senda welcomed 
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back the local market on June 5, 2020. To generate revenue while keeping costs low, the hotel only opened 

during weekends. Although the local market had access to discounted rates, Senda decided to not offer 

reduced rates to international travelers. While the hotel generated revenues of $195,000 and $224,000 US 

dollars in January and February 2020, respectively, Senda’s managers reported revenues of $40,000 and 

$41,000 for January and February 2021, respectively. However, due to high efficiency, these revenues still 

present an operational profit. Pfister (personal communication, March 26, 2021) notes that international 

tourists returning to Cayuga hotels are less price sensitive and willing to pay premium rates. Further, the 

collection’s properties Kurà and Isla Palenque with 70-80% occupancy in March 2021 reflect an increased 

demand for luxurious, sustainable vacations.  

 

To conclude, Cayuga’s sustainability strategy with continuous conservation efforts and investments into staff 

training and community well-being established a competitive advantage which, as of this case study, results in 

increased demand and revenue, thus future economic prosperity.  

 

Implications & Lessons learned 
Following the Panarchy Adaptive Cycle Model, a new growth phase would follow reorganization. However, 

with the unpredictable future development of the crisis, one implication of my case study is a lack in describing 

and analyzing the new growth phase due to timely constraints. To mitigate this limitation, I will highlight the 

importance of organizational resilience to reduce future vulnerability and stimulate transition towards 

sustainable consumption (Chapin et al., 2009) in the reminder of my case study. Hereby, I link insights from 

scientific literature to Cayuga’s principles for building resilience. Reflections of Senda’s manager Gúzman will 

underline best practices of crisis management while also situating my findings within a broader industry context.  

Resilient and diverse ecosystems are less vulnerable to natural hazards in comparison to modified landscapes 

or monocultures. Transferring these insights from ecology to a tourism context, minimizing known stress and 

preparing to adapt to novel hazards reduces the system’s vulnerability (Ibid., 2009). Drawing on diversity as 

one principle for building organizational resilience, luxury ecotourism brands like Six Senses, Inkaterra, or 1 

Hotels maintained their portfolios during the pandemic while also innovating offerings. Anna Bjurstam, Six 

Senses Wellness Pioneer, initiated “At home with Six Senses” where she adapted the brand’s wellness 

programs for online content in March 2020. When she recognized that “[w]ellness, connection, nature, 

sustainability, quality of life, love, and collective consciousness have suddenly become more and more 

important” (Hospitality Net 2020b), her team created videos and tutorials on mindfulness, active lifestyles, and 
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well-being. In December 2021, Cayuga ran an internal innovation contest where employees could contribute 

their own ideas to further ‘green’ the hotels. Next to raising Tilapia in the hotel’s pond and serving it as catch 

of the day, employees also proposed a garden picnic experience and a Monteverde culture and history tour 

(Cayuga Collection, 2020). To conclude, Six Senses and Cayuga continuously innovate their offerings to adapt 

to current trends and to diversify revenue streams without compromising on their sustainability philosophy.  

For Inkaterra’s owner Koechlin, “[t]he global situation we are living nowadays poses challenging times for us all” 

while reminding to “rest assured that we will thrive through solidarity, innovation, and resilience” (Hospitality Net 

2020a). His statement reflects the importance of connectivity and transparent information sharing. Gúzman 

(2020) outlines that Senda’s “work environment encouraged us to stay positive, communicate transparently, 

and make the best decisions possible with the most current information available”.  

 

Further, the pandemic highlights the importance of organizational learning and experimentation. Gúzman (2020) 

points out that Cayuga’s “mission to be world leaders in sustainable tourism kept us busy learning, training, 

[and] developing new procedures. [W]hen the time came to open the hotel again; we were more than ready. 

[…] Our concept of sustainability has always been innovative and sets us apart, it is a fundamental part of our 

philosophy and core values”. Shaping system operations to match change also implies learning to live with 

uncertainty as one of the best practices of adaptive management (Olsson, 2003). Senda’s manager Gúzman 

shares that Cayuga “adapted everyday to new changing realities. What [management] planned in early March, 

did not work a few days later […]” (Gúzman, 2020). Similar luxury ecotourism brands share this flexibility and 

commitment to experimentation which differentiates them from major players in the tourism industry whose 

conventional business models are slow to adapt to future change. Since their focus solely remains on economic 

growth (Jones and Comfort, 2019), these major players forego the opportunity of aligning organizational 

learning and commitment to sustainability with their recovery plans. 

 

Various industry experts embraced participation as the last principle to build resilience through participating in 

round tables with colleagues, tourism organizations, and scholars. One example is Cornell University’s round table 

discussion on “Sustainability in the era of Covid-19” in February 2021 where participants addressed the crisis as 

an opportunity to strengthen sustainability efforts to prepare for reopening (see Cornell University, 2021).  

 

To mainstream sustainability as a means for business recovery, I will conclude my case study by outlining further 

industry best practices. Tourism businesses that reflect the relationship between their industry and the 

environment in business operations highlight the importance of sustaining natural and social capital – 
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especially in times of crisis – as José Koechlin, owner of Inkaterra Hotels, emphasizes: “The Covid-19 outcome 

reminds us how essential it is to manage sustainably all the natural and cultural resources that define each 

destination – main assets in the hospitality industry” (Hospitality Net 2020a). Since 1975, his seven hotels and 

lodges in Peru combine ecotourism with luxury hospitality with the goal to advance sustainable development. 

Six Senses, another luxury ecotourism brand, also decided for continuing sustainability initiatives during the 

pandemic. As Jeff Smith, Vice President of Sustainability, announces: “I’m happy to report that despite the 

pandemic, our sustainability initiatives are all on track, including Zero Waste, Plastic Free 2020, Earth Lab, 

Supplier Engagement, and localized projects supporting healthy ecosystems and communities” (Hospitality Net 

2020b). While major players in the tourism industry regard ‘returning to normality’ and committing to 

sustainability as mutually exclusive (see Jones and Comfort, 2020), I argue that brands like Cayuga, Inkaterra, 

or Six Senses which sustained their natural and social capital while preparing for reopening will find themselves 

in advantageous positions after the pandemic. Regarding Cayuga’s outlook, Gúzman (2020) shares that he 

believes “we are a few steps ahead [of] competition, and we will keep pushing and innovating in [the area of 

sustainable tourism]. [O]ur type of hotels and locations are ideal for tourism during a pandemic. We are 

surrounded by nature, located in small and resilient communities, […] and we always strive to create unique, high-

quality, and personalized experiences”. To highlight Cayuga’s successful crisis management, Gúzman (2020) 

concludes that “we try to stay strong, maximize our strengths, and adapt quickly to […] new changing scenarios. [As] 

world leaders, [we strive to] make the best out of every scenario. ‘Strong today, Extraordinary Tomorrow’ is our motto”. 

 

As of this case study, the future development of the Covid-19 crisis is still uncertain. Industry experts fear that 

even when travel bans are lifted, demand may be slow to recover as the crisis might trigger a global recession 

(World Bank Group, 2020). For the local-global tourism industry, there are even more uncertain and challenging 

times ahead: future shocks, political instabilities, uncertainties associated with environmental hazards, 

biodiversity loss, climate change, and resource depletion present potential risks.  

 

In a context of projected changes, climate change especially demands for the tourism sector’s transition 

towards sustainable consumption (Jamal, 2013). Companies such as Cayuga that conduct business operations 

all while considering the triple bottom line, imply principles for building resilience, and embrace flexible but 

effective crisis management are the ones that navigate the transition of an entire industry. Based on my 

research, I argue that companies with a high level of organizational resilience and flexible business operations 

will recover faster from future crisis. Further, continuous commitment to sustainability strategies will be central 
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to maintain competitive advantages. Therefore, I call on tourism companies to acknowledge that the time is 

now to prepare for future change ahead. 

 

Presenting a timely and unique contribution to discussions on the importance of organizational resilience in 

today’s time, my case study also points to the need for future research. Tourism academia could analyze and 

compare luxury ecotourism brands’ growth phases post-Covid-19, thus providing further evidence for 

organizational resilience and continuous commitment to sustainability leading to faster recovery and the 

creation of competitive advantages.  

 

Finally, I would like to call on tourists since our choices also navigate the transition of the tourism industry 

towards sustainable consumption. This crisis is our opportunity to make a change.  

Discussion Questions 
1. How would you describe organizational resilience through the lens of adaptive system thinking? 

2. Which principle for building resilience do you consider most important regarding the future threat of 

climate change with its implications for the tourism industry? 

3. Why is it important for tourism companies to adhere to their sustainability strategies in times of crisis?  

4. How do you rate the complexity of implementing proposed strategies to build organizational resilience 

within the tourism industry?  
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